


Quality Compressor: State of the art compressor is standard equipment.  

Hi Pressure Switches: Ensure long compressor life.  

ECM Blower Motor: Fixed torque energy efficient brushless DC ECM motor, 

provides 5 speeds.  

Low Voltage Transformer: Includes 3 Amp fuse to protect low voltage circuit.  

Liquid Line Filter Drier: Factory installed at a convenient location for service.  

0” Clearance: To combustibles on duct side of the unit allows for installations 

in tight areas.  

Wire Guard Coated with Earth Friendly Epoxy and Plastic Mesh Hail 

Guard: A guard that will never rust and protects the units coil from being 

damaged.  

Easy Compressor and Control Access: Designed to make servicing easier 

for the contractor, access panels are provided to all controls and the 

compressor from the front of the unit. Hi/low service ports allow refrigerant 

access without disrupting operation.  

90 second fixed cooling cycle blower-off delay (TDR) increases cooling 

performance. 

Multi-speed direct drive blower: Designed to give a wide range of cooling 

capacities. Switches on PCB, provide ultra easy motor speed selection.  

Notched Base Rail Supports: Allow units to be set on roof curbs or metal 

stands.  

Raised Base Pan: Allows water to drain away from the unit.  

Compact Footprint and Profile: Make the P7 Series easy to install and 

transport.  

Optional Electric Heat: Field installed 5 – 20 KW  



Two-Stage, Single Phase  

State-of-the-Art Copeland Ultra-Tech II Scroll Compressor: 

Provides two stage operation.  

5-Speed ECM Blower: Delivers required air even in high static 

applications.  

Designed Using Galvanized Steel: With a polyester urethane coat 

finish that passes 950 hours of salt spray per ASTM Std. B1117  

0” Clearance: To combustibles on duct side of the unit allows for 

installations in tight areas.  

Wire Guard Coated with Earth Friendly Epoxy and Plastic Mesh 

Hail Guard: A guard that will never rust and protects the units coil from 

being damaged.  

Designed to Make Servicing Easier: For the contractor, access 

panels are provided to all major components.  

High and Low Pressure Switches: Added compressor protection.  

Quiet Operation and Low Vibration: Swept-wing fan blade combined 

with custom Venturi condenser fan.  

Drain Trap: Design optimizes drainage capabilities.  

Compressor Sound Blanket: Standard feature to reduce noise.  

Compact Footprint and Profile: Make the P7 Series easy to install 

and transport.  

Accessories include: Heater Kits (up to 20kw), extreme high wind 

kits, single circuit adapters. 



Single Phase 

State-of-the-Art Compressor: Copeland scroll is standard. 

Hi Pressure Switches: Ensure long compressor life.  

5-Speed ECM Blower Motor: Provides greater airflow flexibility even 

in challenging duct applications.  

Proven, Industry Standard Components: Easier service. 

TXV Externally Equalized: Provides precise refrigerant control under 

varying load conditions.  

Convertible Air Delivery: Horizontal or downflow to accommodate 

slab or rooftop application. 

Heavy-Gauge, Full Perimeter Base Rails: Facilitates forklift handling, 

crane hoisting and curb mounting.  

Quiet Operation and Low Vibration: Fan blade combined with 

custom venturi condenser fan.  

Access to Controls and Major Components: Easy in and out 

service. 

Service Access Panels: Allows easy access to all major components 

and the compressor. Designed to make servicing easier. 

Corner Protectors: Prevent injury from sharp edges of unit's top pan.  

Easy to Install: Electric heat strips provide up to 20 KW of heat 

output.  

Accessories: Roof curbs, title 24 compliant economizers, fresh air 

dampers and more.  



Single Phase  

First in Industry Patented Hot Gas Defrost: Ensures complete, 

worry-free defrost.  

Quality Compressor: State of the art compressor is standard 

equipment.  

Hi/Low Pressure Switches: Ensure long compressor life. 

Designed Using Galvanized Steel: With a polyester urethane coat 

finish that passes 950 hours of salt spray per ASTM Std. B1117  

0” Clearance: To combustibles on duct side of the unit allows for 

installations in tight areas. 

Wire Guard Coated with Earth Friendly Epoxy and Plastic Mesh 

Hail Guard: A guard that will never rust and protects the coil. 

Outdoor Thermostat: Is standard equipment.  

Five Minute Restart Time Delay: When the units shuts down, a five 

minute delay keeps the unit from restarting, eliminating the highest 

cause of compressor failure. 

Drain Trap: Design optimizes drainage capabilities.  

Compact Footprint and Profile: Make the Q7 Series easy to install 

and transport.  



Two Stage, Single Phase  

State-of-the-Art Copeland Ultra-Tech II Scroll Compressor: 

Provides two stage operation.  

5-Speed Energy Efficient ECM Blower: High static motor that 

delivers the right airflow.  

Suction Accumulator: Protection from liquid flood back and future 

compressor failures  

0” Clearance: To combustibles on duct side of the unit allows for 

installations in tight areas. 

Wire Guard Coated with Earth Friendly Epoxy and Plastic Mesh 

Hail Guard: A guard that will never rust and protects the units coil from 

being damaged. 

Three Minute Restart Time Delay: When the unit shuts down, a three 

minute delay keeps the unit from restarting, eliminating the highest 

cause for compressor failure.  

High and Low Pressure Switches: Added compressor protection.  

Quiet Operation and Low Vibration: Swept-wing fan blade combined 

with custom Venturi condenser fan.  

Patented Hot Gas Defrost: Ensures complete defrost every time. 

Compressor Sound Blanket: Standard feature to reduce noise.  

Demand Defrost Standard: Provides additional energy savings in 

heating by defrosting only when necessary. 

 



Single Phase  

Copeland Compressor: Scroll compressor is standard equipment.  

Quiet Operation and Low Vibration: Swept-wing fan blade, on select 

models, combined with custom Venturi condenser fan.  

Copper Tube / Aluminum Fin Coils: Both indoor and outdoor coils 

are designed to optimize heat transfer, minimize size and cost, and 

increase durability and reliability.  

Permanently Lubricated Condenser Motor: A heavy duty PSC 

motor for long lasting reliability and quiet operation. Requires no 

maintenance and is completely protected from rain and snow.  

Thermostatic Expansion Valves: Factory installed externally 

equalized thermostatic expansion valves provides precise refrigerant 

control under varying load conditions.  

High and Low Pressure Switches: Added compressor protection.  

Energy Efficient: Brushless DC (ECM) Blower Motor.  

Demand Defrost Standard: Provides additional energy savings in 

heating by defrosting only when necessary. 

Removable Top Grille Assembly: Allows ease of service. 

Duct Flanges: reduce installation costs. 

 



Two-Stage Heat/Cool with Variable Speed Blower  

Copeland Ultra-Tech Scroll Compressor: State of the art, two stage 

compressor is standard equipment.  

Compressor Sound Blanket: Is standard equipment. 

Wire Guard Coated and Plastic Mesh Hail Guard 

Anteater® Coil Technology: For increased resistance against 

formicary corrosion, the number one cause of evaporator coil failures .  

TXV Externally Equalized: Provides precise refrigerant control under 

varying load conditions.  

Convertible Air Delivery: Horizontal or downflow 

Permanently Lubricated Condenser Motor: A heavy duty PSC 

motor for long lasting reliability and quiet operation. Requires no 

maintenance and is protected from rain and snow. 

Quiet Operation and Low Vibration: Fan blade combined with 

custom venturi condenser fan.  

ECM Variable Speed Blower Motor: Advanced technology allows the 

motor to automatically adjust to different static loads.  

SmartLite® Control Board: Provides extended life to igniters using 

hot surface ignition technology. Programmed to learn the heat-up 

characteristics of the igniter, then adapt the ignition time to the 

characteristics of the furnace so the igniter is energized appropriately. 



Quality Compressor: Copeland Scroll compressor is standard. 

High and Low Pressure Switch: Added compressor protection.  

Liquid Line Filter Drier: Factory installed at a convenient location. 

Externally Accessible Service Ports: Quick access to refrigerant 

system without disrupting operation.  

Compact Footprint/Low Profile: Easy to handle and transport.  

Heavy-Gauge Full Perimeter Base Rails: Facilitates forklift handling 

and curb mounting.  

Convertible Air Delivery: Horizontal or downflow to accommodate 

rooftop or horizontal application.  

Galvanized Steel Cabinet: Polyurethane finish provides 950 hour salt 

spray protection to resist corrosion.  

Wire Guard Coated with Earth Friendly Epoxy and Mesh Hail 

Guard: Will never rust and protect the coil from damage. 

Low Voltage Transformer: Includes 3 Amp fuse to protect low voltage 

circuit.  

Corrosion-Resistant Drain Pan: Quickly drains away evaporator 

condensate.  

Quiet Operation: Low vibration fan blade. 



All AireForce gas furnaces feature a SmartLite® control board to increase the life of the igniter beyond the 

standard 20-year life expectancy. SmartLite learns and adapts its ignition process to the furnace as installed in 

your environment. AireForce gas furnaces with SmartLite control boards provide extended life to igniters in 

furnaces using hot surface ignition technology. They are programmed to learn the heatup characteristics of the 

igniter, then adapt the ignition time to the characteristics of the furnace so the igniter is energized appropriately. 

With even more stringent efficiency requirements than ENERGY STAR, the ecoLogic® seal is your sign of 

environmentally friendly, high-efficiency heating and cooling products. Only the most energy-efficient, most 

environmentally responsible units receive our ecoLogic seal of quality  

ENERGY STAR® Certified. Awarded by the U.S. Department of Energy and the Environmental Protection 

Agency for helping to conserve energy, promote cleaner air and prevent global warming. To qualify, gas 

furnaces must have an AFUE of 95% or higher for northern states, at least 90% AFUE for southern states, have 

an approved energy efficient blower motor and cabinet air leakage of less than or equal to 2%.  



If the Heat Exchanger in your 

package gas/electric unit or 

furnace fails during the first year of 

ownership, a one-time 

replacement with a comparable 

unit will be provided. 

If any part fails due to a defect in 

material or workmanship within the 

Warranty Period a replacement 

part will be provided free of 

charge. 
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